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About Us
SW Tech Equipment, Inc. is a distribution and service subsidiary of Jingyi Welding Equipment Co. Ltd. for the worldwide market with focus on South and North America territory.
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Jingyi Welding Equipment Co. Ltd. was founded in 2006. The company is an ISO9001：2008
registered company and is the original technology creator of One Step Stripping/
Welding Enameled Wires. Its Parallel Gap Welders (PG Welders) can also weld metal wires,
metal strips, gold wires and gold ribbons to various surfaces. Based on the resistance welding
principle, the machines can provide the most reliable welding joints of many electronics and
mechanical components for automotive, medical, computers, electronics, tele-communications,
defense and aerospace applications. Since there are no toxic soldering materials involved in
the process, the products manufactured meet RoHS requirements, naturally.
As a technology driven company, Jingyi Welding Equipment Co. Ltd. has many patents to protect its intellectual properties. The company has delivered several thousand various Parallel
Gap welders to domestic and international markets since its inception.

Vision Statement
Expand Jingyi Welding Equipment Co. Ltd.'s products and service to worldwide market with
focus on South and North America. Offer superior sales and customer service to its global customers.

Mission Statement
To satisfy our customers by providing high quality products and superior customer service.

Product Offering

SMAPRO100 PG Welder

SMAPRO510 Stereo Microscope

SMAPRO580 Digital Microscope

SMAPRO200 PCB Repair Machine

SMAPRO180 PG Welder

SW-ETD Series Electrodes
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General Introduction
(Parallel Gap Welder)
Parallel gap welding is based on resistance or ohmic welding principles. Resistance welding is realized
when current is caused to flow through the left and right halves of the electrode and separate pieces of
the metal to be joined. The resistance of the base metal to electrical current flow causes localized heating in the joint, and a weld is made. In all cases, the current must flow in order to make a weld. The
pressure of the electrode tip on the work piece holds the part in close and intimate contact during the
formation of a weld. Therefore, four factors, power (amperage or amplitude and time or duration of the
electronic pulse), resistance and pressure are the key factors in making an optimal welding joint.
Heat Generation: The basic formula for heat generation is based on a modified Ohm’s Law.
H = I 2R, Where
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and

H = Heat

I = Welding Current
R = Total Resistance of the Welding Path

The total resistance of the welding path is shown in the figure below

Where Re1 and Re2 are the resistance of the left and right halves of the electrode, R c1 and Rc2 are the
contact resistance of the electrode and the wire or strip, R t is the wire or strip resistance, Rtb1 and Rtb2
are contact resistance between the wire or strip and the base metal, and R b is the resistance of the base
material. The parallel gap welder and electrode are constructed so that the path of resistance is fixed
and minimized. Therefore, the resistance of the wire or strip, the base material and contact resistance
are the only variables during the welding process. Therefore, the total heat generated is dependent on
this formula and the welding parameters having to be adjusted case by case.
The Time Factor: To make good resistance welding joints, it is necessary to have a close control of the
time and current flow. Therefore, the heat generation formula is modified to
H = I 2RTK, Where
and

H = Heat

I = Welding Current
R = Total Resistance of the Welding Path
T = Time
K = Heat Losses

Time control is important. If the duration is too long, the temperature generated at the joint may exceed the melting point of the materials (metal wire or strip and base metal) and cause damage.
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Pressure: The effect of pressure on the resistance weld should be carefully considered. The primary
purpose of the pressure is to hold the parts to be welded. This action assures a consistent electrical
contact of the materials, i.e., stable resistance and conductivity at the point of weld. Investigations
have shown that high pressures exerted on the weld joint decrease the resistance at the point of contact between the electrode tip and the work piece surface. The higher the pressure and lower the resistance, the less power and time are required. On the other hand, intimate contact of the electrode tip
and the work piece may tend to conduct heat away from the weld. In this case, higher current and
longer time may be necessary to complete the weld. In addition, higher pressure may cause deforming
of the work piece, especially, if the base metal is on the softer substrate, such as FR4 or Duriod board.
Parallel Gap Welders offered by SW Tech Equipment are based on above mentioned resistance or
ohmic spot welding principle. Through a special consideration of current or voltage and pulse width
generation and control, it can not only weld metal strips and ribbons, but also enameled wires without
insulation layer stripping to various conductive materials and plated surfaces, including, but not limited
to nickel, tin, silver and gold.
The required welding power is generated through a transformer style power supply, which converts the
high voltage electricity from the utility line into a high current and low voltage stable output. A capacitive energy storage device is implemented to guarantee constant large current demand during the
welding process. In order to deliver an accurate welding power (amperage and duration), a modulation
or control circuit is included to control or set the pulse with proper pulse amplitude and duration. In
order to perform the enameled wire welding, stripping pulse and welding pulse are generated as pulse
1 and pulse 2 in a short period, but in a sequential manner. The enameled wire welding process is
shown in the figure below. The amplitude and duration of the first pulse is typically low and short, but
enough to cause the insulation layer of the enameled wire to burn and shrink back to have the metal
exposed. Then the second pulse with larger power and proper duration completes the welding.
Configuration: Parallel Gap Welder is composed of four main parts: Control Unit (Power Supply),
Welding Head with Foot Pedal, Welding Table and Electrode. Due to the small size of working components in most cases, an optional optical magnification device is required.


Control Unit is the brain of the welder. It
not only supplies the power to the welder, but also controls the welding parameters to guarantee optimal welding
joints.



Welding Head is a key mechanical setup
of the Parallel Gap Welders. Proper installation and alignment of the welding
head and foot pedal is critical for the
welder performance. Foot pedal provides a man/machine interface point.
The welding is performed when the foot
pedal is pressed.



Welding Table is a physical working area, where the work piece is placed and supported.



Electrode is the welding tool. Proper selection of the electrode plays key role to achieve a successful
welding.

The outline drawings of the completed parallel gap welder setups with either stereo microscope or digital monocular microscope are illustrated in the next page.
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Parallel Gap Welder with Stereo Microscope Setup
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Parallel Gap Welder with Digital Monocular Microscope Setup
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Parallel Gap Welder Pro, Model # SMAPRO100
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FEATURES:

APPLICATIONS:















Patented technology
Rugged design
Parallel gap welding
No solder involved, RoHS compliant
Reliable welding joint
Large welding parameter range
Custom design available

Gold and silver ribbon welding
Enameled wire welding
Metal wire welding
Metal strip welding
RF and microwave circuits tuning

DESCRIPTION:
SMAPRO100 Parallel Gap Welder Pro is one of the company's flagship products. It is configured with
push buttons for output voltage amplitude and pulse duration selections. The welding schedule is displayed on a large LED screen located on the front panel of the welding control unit.
As stated in the introduction section, the most prominent feature of Model SMAPRO100 is that it can
not only weld the gold or silver ribbons, bare metal strips and wires, but also can weld enameled wires
without additional coating layer stripping steps. Thus, it eliminates the expensive and difficult stripping
process. Since there is no toxic soldering materials involved, the products manufactured meet RoHS
requirements naturally.
Model SMAPRO100 is offered in TWO output power levels to handle various wire diameters. While Type
S is a lower power output model mainly for gold/silver ribbons and smaller wire diameters or metal strip
sizes, Type L is a higher power output model for larger wire diameters or strip sizes.
Model SMAPRO100 comes with 5 electrodes free of charge for customer’s convenience. Customer may
select the model number) from the catalog models offered in the catalog when the order is placed.

OPTICAL Devices:
The optical devices are not included in the base model of SMAPRO100 . The photos shown are for illustration only. The stereo microscope, digital monocular and Trinocular microscope assemblies designed
especially for the parallel welders are offered under part number SW-SMA-5PG, SW-DMA-58N and SWTMA-52N. Consult factory for using customer’s own optical devices.
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SW-DMA-58N

SW-SMA-5PG
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SW-TMA-52N

The photos of the microscope assemblies are shown below. For Model SW-DMA-58N and SW-TMA-52N,
a LCD monitor accepting NTSC video mode is required for image display.

KEY SPECIFICATIONS:
NAME

PARAMETERS
Type S

Type

Type L

Input Power

110 VAC/60 Hz or 220 VAC/50 Hz

Output Pulse Power

400 W (Max)

800 W (Max)

Output Pulse Amplitude

0 to 1.99 V adjustable

0 to 2.99 V adjustable

Output Pulse Width

0 to 29.9 ms (Step Size: 0.1 ms)

Welding Head Force

1 to 100 ounces (30 to 3,000 grams) adjustable

Welding Speed

120 Strokes/Minute (Max)

Gold Ribbon (W x T)*

2 to 25 x 0.25 to 5 mils (0.05 to 0.65 x 0.006 to 0.13 mm), Type S

Wire Diameter Range

0.8 to 10 mils (0.02 to 0.250 mm)

Control Unit Size

13" (W) x 7" (H) x 8" (D) or 330mm (W) x 180mm (H) x 200mm (D)

Control Unit Weight

35 Lbs or 16 Kg

100 Strokes/Minute (Max)

3 to 16 mils (0.08 to 0.40 mm)

*Recommendation: Choose Type S for Gold Ribbon welding.

ELECTRODES:
In addition to the output power and welding parameter setting, proper electrode selection is another
key factor to deliver a successful and reliable welding joint. Nine electrode families with various electrode head shapes and materials are offered for different applications. The key parameters of the electrodes and their applications are summarized in the Parallel Gap Welder Electrodes datasheet.
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Parallel Gap Welder Premium, Model # SMAPRO180
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FEATURES:








Patented technology
Parallel gap welding
No solder involved, RoHS compliant
Auto welding power adjustment
Large welding parameter range
Store up to 20 welding schedules with recall ability
RS232 and RS485 communication ports

APPLICATIONS:







Gold and silver ribbon welding
Enameled wire welding
Metal wire welding
Metal strip welding
Auto or volume production line ready
RF and microwave circuits tuning

DESCRIPTION:
SMAPRO180, Parallel Gap Welder Premium is one of the company's next generation welding machine, which incorporates the most advanced hardware and software technologies. In addition to what
Model SMAPRO100 can offer, SMAPRO180 is engineered to include more functionalities for low and
large volume production and automatic production lines. Through RS232, SMAPRO180 can communicate with center computer and robotic arms in a production environment, as RS485 offers real time
welding parameters for production flow monitoring. In addition, it can store up to 20 welding schedules
in its flash memory for recall and the welding power is adjusted automatically to realize finer control of
the welding joints.
As stated in the introduction section, the most prominent capacity of SMAPRO180 is that it can not only weld the gold or silver ribbons, bare metal strips and wires, but it also can weld enameled wires without additional coating layer stripping steps. Thus, it eliminates the expensive and difficult stripping process. Since there is no toxic soldering materials involved, the products manufactured meet RoHS requirements naturally.
Similarly, Model SMAPRO180 is offered in TWO output power levels to handle various wire diameters.
While Type S is a lower power output model mainly for gold/silver ribbons and smaller wire diameters
or metal strip sizes, Type L is a higher power output model for larger wire diameters or strip sizes.
Model SMAPRO180 comes with 5 electrodes for customer’s convenience. Customer may select the
model number from the catalog models offered in the catalog when the order is placed.
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OPTICAL DEVICES:
The optical devices are not included in the base model of SMAPRO180 . The photos shown are for illustration only. The stereo microscope, digital monocular and Trinocular microscope assemblies designed especially for the parallel gap welders are offered under part number SW-SMA-5PG, SW-DMA58N and SW-TMA-52N. Consult factory for using customer’s own optical devices.

SW-DMA-58N

SW-SMA-5PG
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SW-TMA-52N

The photos of the microscope assemblies are shown below. For Model SW-DMA-58N and SW-TMA-52N,
a LCD monitor accepting NTSC video mode is required for image display.

KEY SPECIFICATIONS:
NAME

PARAMETERS

Type

Type S

Type L

Input Power

110 VAC/60 Hz or 220 VAC/50 Hz

Output Pulse Power

400 W (Max)

800 W (Max)

Output Pulse Amplitude

0 to 1.99 V adjustable

0 to 2.99 V adjustable

Output Pulse Width

0 to 29.9 ms (Step Size: 0.1 ms)

Welding Head Force

1 to 100 ounces (30 to 3,000 grams) adjustable

Welding Speed

120 Strokes/Minute (Max)

Gold Ribbon (W x T)*

2 to 25 x 0.25 to 5 mils (0.05 to 0.65 x 0.006 to 0.13 mm), Type S

Wire Diameter Range

0.8 to 10 mils (0.02 to 0.250 mm)

Storage Capacity

Up to 20 schedules

Communication Ports

RS232 and RS485

Control Unit Size

13"(W) x 7.5"(H) x 8"(D) or 330mm (W) x 190mm (H) x 200mm (D)

Control Unit Weight

35 Lbs or 16 Kg

100 Strokes/Minute (Max)

3 to 16 mils (0.08 to 0.40 mm)

*Recommendation: Choose Type S for Gold Ribbon welding.
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Printed Circuit Board Repair Machine, Model # SMAPRO200
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PCB Repair Strip

FEATURES:

APPLICATIONS:












Rugged design
Resistive parallel gap welding
No solder involved, RoHS compliant
Reflow and wave soldering compliant
Large welding parameter range
Large work area

Printed circuit board trace repairing
Engineering or prototype alternation
Volume production repairing

DESCRIPTION:

SMAPRO200, Printed Circuit Board (PCB) Repair Machine is specially designed for PCB repairing.
The core technology implemented in this machine is based on resistance or ohmic spot welding principle. It not only eliminates the costly and difficult trace repairing process, but also results neat, clean,
pollution/corrosion free and more reliable traces. The repaired traces can sustain tough cleaning
process, wave solder reflow process and meet original design specifications. In addition, the
process meets RoHS requirements since there are no toxic soldering materials involved. Various repairing strip sizes and welding electrodes are available for different trace size and load capacity. The
strip materials are typically gold or tin plated copper.
Similarly, Model SMAPRO200 is offered in TWO output power levels to handle various trace sizes.
While Type S is a lower power output model mainly for smaller trace sizes, Type L is a higher power
output model for larger trace sizes.
Model SMAPRO200 comes with 2 electrodes for customer’s convenience. The model numbers of the
electrodes are SW-ETD-PCB and SW-ETD-PCB. Their detailed specifications are included in page 31 of
this catalog. Model SMAPRO200 can also be configured to utilize standard and clean free parallel gap
welder electrodes for more convenient electrode installation. Contact factory for details.

OPTICAL DEVICES:
The optical devices are not included in the base model of SMAPRO200. Refer to Parallel Gap Welder
sections for optical device selections.
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KEY SPECIFICATIONS:
NAME

PARAMETERS

Type
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Type S

Type L

Input Power

110 VAC/60 Hz or 220 VAC/50 Hz

Output Pulse Power

400 W (Max)

800 W (Max)

Output Pulse Amplitude

0 to 1.99 V adjustable

0 to 2.99 V adjustable

Output Pulse Width

0 to 29.9 ms (Step Size: 0.1 ms)

Welding Head Force

1 to 100 ounces (30 to 3,000 grams) adjustable

Welding Speed

120 Strokes/Minute (Max)

Maximum Sheet Width

29” (740 mm)

Repair Strip Sizes (W x T)

2 to 20 x 1.5 to 2 mils (0.05 to 0.65 x 0.04 to 0.05 mm)

Control Unit Size

13" (W) x 7" (H) x 8" (D) or 330mm (W) x 180mm (H) x 200mm (D)

Control Unit Weight

35 Lbs or 16 Kg

100 Strokes/Minute (Max)

PCB REPAIR STRIPS:
Two types PCB repair strips are commonly used in the industry. They are lead free tin coated oxygen
free copper strip and lead free gold plated oxygen free copper strip. The tin coated copper strips are
mostly recommended since they offer the strongest welding joints. The main specifications of the
strips are illustrated in the following table. Contact factory for the size not listed.

NAME

Lead Free Tin Coated
Oxygen Free Copper Strip

Lead Free Gold Plated
Oxygen Free Copper Strip

Model Number

SW-PCB-TXX

SW-PCB-GXX

Width (Tolerance)

2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 10, 12, 15, 16, 18 and 20 mils (+/- 0.05 mils)

Thickness (Tolerance)

1.0, 1.5 and 2 mils (+/- 0.02 mils)

Thermo Stability

0.000016 ppm/°C

Conductivity

0.000045 Ω/inch

Coating Thickness

1.5 μm

Spoon Diameter

2.0 inches

Length in Spoon

100 Feet (30 Meters)

Type of Finishing

Tin, Gold

Lead Free

Yes, meet RoHS standards. Certificates issued by SGS.

0.000040 Ω/inch
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General Introduction
(Microscopes)
Microscopes are important optical devices for micro-electronics or any process dealing with small parts.
SW Tech Equipment offers three types of microscopes to equip its parallel gap welders and as well as
offer as stand alone equipment for general inspection and assembly process.
All microscopes are offered with microscope LED ring lights.
Stereo Microscopes: These are classic microscopes. Three models are offered. One is for parallel gap
welders and other two are offered as stand alone products.
Item

Model Number

Descriptions

1

SW-SMA-5PG

2

SMAPRO500

Stand alone stereo microscope setup with standard boom stand

3

SMAPRO510

Stand alone stereo microscope setup with omnipotent boom stand

Stereo microscope assembly for parallel gap welders

Digital Monocular Microscopes: These are electronic microscopes which display digital images on
LCD screens or computer monitors. Four models are offered. One is for parallel gap welders and other
three are offered as stand alone products. Digital microscope assemblies for PG welders with the video
format other than the standard NTSC is offered under custom models SW–DMA-58V and SW-DMA-58U.
Item

Model Number

Descriptions

1

SW-DMA-58N

Digital microscope assembly (NTSC video format) for parallel gap welders

2

SMAPRO58N

Stand alone digital microscope setup with NTSC video output format

3

SMAPRO58V

Stand alone digital microscope setup with VGA video output format

4

SMAPRO58U

Stand alone digital microscope setup with USB interface

Trinocular Microscopes: These microscopes combine the functions of both stereo and digital microscopes to have both classical stereo view and digital view of the images simultaneously. Four models
are offered. One is for parallel gap welders and other three are offered as stand alone products. Trinocular microscope assemblies for PG welders with the video format other than the standard NTSC is offered under custom models SW–TMA-52V and SW-TMA-52U.
Item

Model Number

Descriptions

1

SW-TMA-52N

Trinocular microscope assembly (NTSC video format) video for PG welders

2

SMAPRO52N

Stand alone trinocular microscope setup with NTSC video output format

3

SMAPRO52V

Stand alone trinocular microscope setup with VGA video output format

4

SMAPRO52U

Stand alone trinocular microscope setup with USB interface
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Stereo Microscope Assembly for PG Welders, Model # SW-SMA-5PG

FEATURES:

13








Clear image
Rugged Design
Magnification continuously adjustable
Eye distance adjustable
One screw view angel adjustable
Microscope ring light included

APPLICATIONS:



SW Tech Equipment Parallel Gap Welders
SW Tech Equipment PCB Repair Machines

DESCRIPTION:
SW-SMA-5PG stereo microscope assembly is especially designed for company’s parallel gap welders and PCB repair machines. SW-SMA-5PG consists of a stereo microscope body, two 10x eyepieces,
one 0.5x object lens, a mechanical fixture and a 60 piece LED diode microscope ring light. It offers one
screw view angel adjustment.

SPECIFICATIONS:
Name

Specifications

Ring Light Input Voltage

100 to 240 VAC/+12VDC

Zoom Factor

1 to 7

Eye Pieces Distance

2.2 to 3.0” (55 to 75 mm), adjustable

Eyepieces Angle

45°

Eye Piece Equipped

10x, 2 pieces

Object Lens Equipped

0.5x, 1 piece

Focus Range

5.9” (150 mm)

Magnification Range

3.3x to 22.5x

View Field Range

2.4” to 0.35” (61.4 to 8.8 mm)

View Angle Range

60 to 90° adjustable

E Arm Diameter

7/8” (22.2 mm)

Weight

7 Lbs or 3.2 Kg
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Stereo Microscope Standard, Model # SMAPRO500

SMAPRO500

FEATURES:

APPLICATIONS:











Clear image
Rugged design
Magnification continuously adjustable
Eye distance adjustable
Microscope ring light included
Various objective lens and eyepieces selection

Inspection
Assembly
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DESCRIPTION:
SMAPRO500 stereo microscope is an important optical tool in microelectronics and many other industries that involve small parts handling and manufacturing. Model SMAPRO500 consists of a stereo
microscope body, a standard boom stand and a 60 piece LED microscope ring light. While many magnification factor objective lenses and eye pieces are available for different magnification and height range
needs, the model SMAPRO500 is equipped with a 0.5x object lens and a pair of 10x eyepieces.
SMAPRO500 stereo microscope delivers supreme optical performance and is mainly designed to be
used as a stand alone assembly and inspection optics tool, where moderate working area is required.

SPECIFICATIONS:
Name

Specifications

Ring Light Input Voltage

100 to 240 VAC

Zoom Factor

1 to 7

Eye Pieces Distance

2.2 to 3.0” (55 to 75 mm), adjustable

Eyepieces Angle

45

Optional Eye Pieces Available

10x, 15x, 20x, 25x

Optional Objective Lens Available

0.5x, 0.75x, 1.0x, 1.5x, 2.0x

Focus Range

5.9” (150 mm)

Magnification Range

3.3x to 22.5x

View Field Range

2.4” to 0.35” (61.4 to 8.8 mm)

Stereo Microscope Boom Stand (W x D)

15”x12” (380mmx305mm)

Weight

15 Lbs or 7 Kg
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SPECIFICATIONS (Continued):
Eyepieces

SW-SME-510

Objective Lens

Magnification

View Field

Focus Range

SW-SMO-505

3.3-22.5x

61.4-8.8 mm

150 mm

SW-SMO-508

4.9-33.8x

41.0-5.9 mm

100 mm

SW-SMO-510

6.5-45x

30.7-4.4 mm

95 mm

SW-SMO-515

9.8-67.5x

20.5-2.9 mm

41 mm

SW-SMO-520

13-90x

15.4-2.2 mm

26 mm

Eyepieces

15

SW-SME-515

Objective Lens

Magnification

View Field

Focus Range

SW-SMO-505

4.9- 33.8x

49.2-7.0 mm

150 mm

SW-SMO-508

7.3-50.6x

32.8-4.7 mm

100 mm

SW-SMO-510

9.8-67.5x

24.6-3.5 mm

95 mm

SW-SMO-515

14.6-101.3x

16.4-2.3 mm

41 mm

SW-SMO-520

19.5-135x

12.3-1.8 mm

26 mm

Eyepieces

SW-SME-520

Objective Lens

Magnification

View Field

Focus Range

SW-SMO-505

6.5-45x

40-5.8 mm

150 mm

SW-SMO-508

9.75-67.5x

26.6-3.8 mm

100 mm

SW-SMO-510

13-90x

20-2.9 mm

95 mm

SW-SMO-515

19.5-135x

13.3-1.9 mm

41 mm

SW-SMO-520

26-180x

10-1.4 mm

26 mm

Eyepieces

SW-SME-525

Objective Lens

Magnification

View Field

Focus Range

SW-SMO-505

8.1-56.3x

37-5.2 mm

150 mm

SW-SMO-508

12.2-84.4x

24.6-3.5 mm

100 mm

SW-SMO-510

16.3-112.5x

18.5-2.6 mm

95 mm

SW-SMO-515

22.4-168.8x

12.3-1.8 mm

41 mm

SW-SMO-520

32.5-225x

9.2-1.3 mm

26 mm

Note: The above specifications show the results of possible combinations of various eyepieces and objective lenses.
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Stereo Microscope Premium, Model # SMAPRO510
SMAPRO510

FEATURES:

APPLICATIONS:












Clear image
Rugged Design
Omnipotent microscope stand
Magnification continuously adjustable
Eye distance adjustable
Microscope ring light included
Various objective lens and eyepieces selection

Inspection
Assembly
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DESCRIPTION:
SMAPRO510 stereo microscope is an important optical tool in microelectronics and many other industries that involve small parts handling and manufacturing. SMAPRO510 consists of a stereo microscope body, a 60 piece LED microscope ring light and an omnipotent microscope boom stand. While
many magnification factor objective lenses and eye pieces are available for different magnification and
height range needs, the model SMAPRO510 is equipped with a 0.5x object lens and a pair of 10x eye
piece.
SMAPRO510 stereo microscope delivers
supreme optical performance and is mainly
designed to be used as a stand alone assembly and inspection magnification tool,
where larger working area or view angle
and depth adjustment are required. The E
arm of the boom stand extends 20” (500
mm) from its base. In addition, the extension can be further adjusted in the range
of 0 to 2” (50 mm) by turning a knob conveniently located at the end of the E arm.
Meantime, the view angle can be adjusted
in the range of +/-30 degrees through a
clip mechanism on the tip of the E arm.
SMAPRO510 stereo microscope offers
most convenient view features in the industry.

Depth adjustment knob

Angel adjustment clip

Unit: mm

Note: Microscope Ring
Light is not shown.
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SPECIFICATIONS:
Name

17

Specifications

Ring Light Input Voltage

100 to 240 VAC

Zoom Factor

1 to 7

Eye Pieces Distance

2.2 to 3.0” (55 to 75 mm), adjustable

Eyepieces Angle

45

Optional Eye Pieces Available

10x, 15x, 20x, 25x

Optional Objective Lens Available

0.5x, 0.75x, 1.0x, 1.5x, 2.0x

Focus Range

5.9” (150 mm)

Magnification Range

3.3x to 22.5x

View Field Range

2.4” to 0.35” (61.4 to 8.8 mm)

One Knob Depth Adjustment

2” (50 mm)

One Clap Angle Adjustment

+/-30 degrees

Working Area Depth

Up to 22” (550 mm)

Weight

43 Lbs (20 Kg)

Note: Additional specifications of possible combinations of various eyepiece and object lens can be
found in page 15 of this catalog.
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SW-CCD-58V

SW-CCD-58U

SW-CCD-58N

Digital Microscope Cameras, Model # SW-CCD-58X Series

FEATURES:

APPLICATIONS:












Clear image and rich colors
Fast responding time
Auto exposure adjustment
Various output formats
Compact size

Digital
Digital
Digital
Digital

microscopes
image display
photograph
video, model SW-CCD-58U only

DESCRIPTION:
The sensors implemented in SW-CCD-58X series digital cameras are high quality CCD (chargecoupled device) sensors. Unlike CMOS sensor based cameras, SW-CCD-58X series digital cameras
produce higher quality, low noise and higher resolution (more pixels) images.
Model SW-CCD-58N is a digital camera with NTSC format video output interface. It is a low cost digital camera. Model SW-CCD-58U is a digital camera with USB interface. It can be used to take still
photos and mini movies. Model SW-CCD-58V is a digital camera with VGA video output interface.

SPECIFICATIONS:
Name

SW-CCD-58N

SW-CCD-58U

SW-CCD-58V

NTSC

USB

VGA

Need Computer?

No

Yes

No

Can Take Photo/Video?

No

Yes

No

Resolutions

520 Lines

2.0 Mega Pixels

1.3 Mega Pixels

Frames/Sec

Instantaneous

Video Format

30F/S for 640*480 Pixels 45F/S for 640*480 Pixels

Freeze Photo?

N/A

Yes

Yes

Can Perform Sector Display?

No

No

Yes

110 VAC/+12 VDC

USB

110 VAC/+5 VDC

125 g

140 g

170 g

Power Input
Weight
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Digital Microscope Assembly for PG Welders, Model # SW-DMA-58N
SW-DMA-58N

SW-MON-N19

FEATURES:

19








Clear image and rich colors
Fast responding time
Auto exposure adjustment
Magnification continuously adjustable
One screw view angel adjustable
Microscope ring light included

APPLICATIONS:



SW Tech Equipment Parallel Gap Welders
SW Tech Equipment PCB Repair Machines

DESCRIPTION:
SW-DMA-58N digital microscope assembly is especially designed for company’s parallel gap welders and PCB repair machines. SW-DMA-58N consists of a monocular microscope body, a SW-CCD-58N
digital camera and one 0.5x objective lens, a mechanical fixture and a 40 piece LED microscope ring
light. It offers one screw view angle adjustment. The LCD monitor is not included.

SPECIFICATIONS:
Name

Specifications

Microscope Ring Light Input Voltage

100 to 240 VAC/+12VDC

CCD Input Voltage

100 to 240 VAC/+12VDC

Focus Range

2” (50 mm) minimum

Microscope Head Range

4” (100 mm) minimum

Magnification Range

0.325x to 4.5x adjustable

Objective Lens

0.5x, 1 piece

Video Output Format

NTSC B/G, D/K and I, 520 line resolution

Microscope LED Ring Light

40 pieces LED type, model SW-LIT-L40

View Angle Range

60 to 90 adjustable

E Arm Diameter

7/8” (22.2 mm)

Shipping Weight

3 Lbs (1.35 Kg)
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FEATURES:

APPLICATIONS:













Clear image and rich colors
Fast responding time
Various output formats
Magnification continuously adjustable
Digital data recording and transferring
Various objective lenses

SMAPRO58V

SMAPRO58U

SMAPRO58N

Digital Monocular Microscope, Model # SMAPRO58X Series

Inspection
Monitoring
Training
Digital data recording
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DESCRIPTION:
SMAPRO58X series Digital Monocular Microscopes are important optical tools in microelectronics
and many other industries that involve small parts handling and manufacturing. Model SMAPRO58X
series digital microscopes consist of a digital monocular microscope, a CCD camera, a standard digital microscope boom stand and a 40 piece LED microscope ring light. The liquid crystal display monitor
or TV receiver is not included, which allows customer to choose per his/her own preference.
SMAPRO58X series Digital Monocular Microscopes deliver unbeatable optical performance for
product inspection, operator training and production flow monitoring. In addition, while model SMAPRO58U can take still digital photos and mini movies for record keeping and documentation, model
SMAPRO58V can bring two different scene or level images to one display for comparison. This function enhances the inspection process dramatically.

SPECIFICATIONS:
Name

Parameters

Microscope Ring Light Input Voltage

100 to 240 VAC/+12VDC

Microscope Ring Light

40 piece LED type, model SW-LIT-L40

Magnitude

0.325x to 4.5x continuous adjustable

Optional Objective Lenses Available

0.5x, 0.75x and 1.0x

Focus Range

2” (50 mm) minimum

Microscope Head Range

4” (100 mm) minimum

Microscope Boom Stand (W x D)

15”x10” (380mmx255mm)

Shipping Weight

8 Lbs (3.6 Kg)
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SPECIFICATIONS (continued)
Name

SMAPRO58N

SMAPRO58U

SMAPRO58V

Video Format

NTSC

USB

VGA

Audio Format

FM-Mono

USB

N/A

Need Computer?

No

Yes

No

Computer Specifications

N/A

CPU 2.6G, RAM 512M
Windows XP or above

N/A

520 Lines

2.0 Mega Pixels

1.3 Mega Pixels

720 Dpi

Up to 1600*1200

Up to 1024*768

No

Yes

No

Resolutions
Display Resolution*
Can Take Photo/Video?

21

Frames/Sec

30F/S for 640*480 Pixels 45F/S for 640*480 Pixels

Can Perform Sector Display?

No

No

Yes

Freeze Photo?

N/A

Yes

Yes

110 VAC/+12 VDC

USB

110 VAC/+5 VDC

Power Input


Instantaneous

Note: Higher resolution will slow down the frames refresh speeds. For example, the frames per second of SMAPRO58U will decrease to 15F/S if display resolution is set at 1280*1024.
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Trinocular Microscope for PG Welders, Model # SW-TMA-52N
SW-TMA-52N

SW-MON-N19
SW-CCD-58N

FEATURES:







Stereo and digital view simultaneously
Clear image and rich colors
Fast responding time
Magnification continuously adjustable
One screw view angel adjustable
Microscope ring light included

APPLICATIONS:



SW Tech Equipment Parallel Gap Welders
SW Tech Equipment PCB Repair Machines

DESCRIPTION:
SW-TMA-52N trinocular microscope assembly is especially designed for company’s parallel gap
welders and PCB repair machines. SW-TMA-52N consist of a trinocular microscope body, two 10x eyepieces, one 0.5x objective lens, a SW-CCD-58N digital camera, a mechanical fixture and a 60 piece LED
microscope ring light. The LCD monitor is not included so that customer can choose his/her own. The
advantageous of the trinocular microscope is to provide both stereo and digital view of the objects. It is
an ultimate optical tool for operator’s training and direction in engineering and production environment.

SPECIFICATIONS:
Name

Specifications

Microscope Ring Light Input Voltage

100 to 240 VAC/+12VDC

CCD Input Voltage

100 to 240 VAC/+12VDC

Focus Range

5.9” (150 mm) minimum

Magnification Range

0.6x to 5x adjustable

Eye Pieces Distance

1.9 to 3.0” (48 to 75 mm) adjustable

Eyepieces Angle

45

Eyepieces/Objective Lens

10x and 0.5x

View Angle Range

60 to 90 adjustable

Video Output Format

NTSC B/G, D/K and I, 520 line resolution

E Arm Diameter

7/8” (22.2 mm)

Shipping Weight

11 Lbs (5 Kg)
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SMAPRO52V

SMAPRO52U

SMAPRO52N

Trinocular Microscope, Model # SMAPRO52X Series

FEATURES:

APPLICATIONS:














Stereo and digital view simultaneously
Clear image and rich colors
Fast responding time
Various output formats
Magnification continuously adjustable
Digital data recording and transferring
Various eyepieces and objective lenses

Inspection
Monitoring
Training
Digital data recording

DESCRIPTION:
SMAPRO52X series trinocular microscopes are the ultimate optical tools for microelectronics and
many other industries that involve small parts handling and manufacturing. They integrate the features
of stereo and digital microscope in one product. Therefore, one can view stereo and digital images of
the objects simultaneously. Model SMAPRO52X series trinocular microscopes consist of a trinocular microscope body, two 10x eyepieces, one 0.5x objective lens, a CCD camera, a standard stereo microscope boom stand and a 60 piece LED microscope ring light. The liquid crystal display monitor or TV
receiver is not included, which allows customer to choose per his/her own preference.
SMAPRO52X series trinocular microscopes deliver unbeatable optical performance for product inspection, operator training and production flow monitoring. In addition, while model SMAPRO52U can
take still digital photos and mini movies for record keeping and documentation, model SMAPRO52V
can bring two different scene or level images to one display for comparison. This function enhances the
inspection process dramatically.

SPECIFICATIONS:
Name

Parameters

Microscope Ring Light Input Voltage

100 to 240 VAC/+12VDC

Microscope Ring Light

60 piece LED type, model SW-LIT-L60

Focus Range

5.9” (150 mm) minimum

Magnification Range

0.6x to 5x adjustable

Eye Pieces Distance

1.9 to 3.0” (48 to 75 mm) adjustable
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SPECIFICATIONS (continued)
Name

Specifications

Optional Eye Piece Available

10x, 15x, 20x, 25x

Optional Objective Lens Available

0.5x, 0.75x, 1.0x, 1.5x, 2.0x

View Angle Range

60 to 90 adjustable

Video Output Format

See below for details.

Stereo Microscope Boom Stand (W x D)

15” x 12” (127mm x 305mm)

Shipping Weight

16 Lbs (7.2 Kg)

Name

SMAPRO52N

SMAPRO52U

SMAPRO52V

Video Format

NTSC

USB

VGA

Audio Format

FM-Mono

USB

N/A

Need Computer?

No

Yes

No

Computer Specifications

N/A

CPU 2.6G, RAM 512M
Windows XP or above

N/A

520 Lines

2.0 Mega Pixels

1.3 Mega Pixels

720 Dpi

Up to 1600*1200

Up to 1024*768

No

Yes

No

Resolutions
Display Resolution*
Can Take Photo/Video?
Frames/Sec

Instantaneous

30F/S for 640*480 Pixels 45F/S for 640*480 Pixels

Can Perform Sector Display?

No

No

Yes

Freeze Photo?

N/A

Yes

Yes

110 VAC/+12 VDC

USB

110 VAC/+5 VDC

Power Input
Note:

1. Higher resolution will slow down the frames refresh speeds. For example, the frames per second
of SMAPRO52U will decrease to 15 frames per second if display resolution is set at 1280*1024.
2. Additional specifications of possible combinations of various eyepiece and object lens can be found in
page 15 of this catalog.
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SW-LIT-L60

SW-LIT-L40

Microscope LED Ring Lights, Model # SW-LIT-LX0 Series

FEATURES:
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Light weight
Brightness adjustable
Soft white light source
No heat generated
Low power consumption
Durable

APPLICATIONS:




Stereo microscope illumination light source
Digital microscope illumination light source
Trinocular microscope illumination light source

DESCRIPTION:
SW-LIT-LX0 series microscope LED ring lights are important optical tools in microelectronics and
many other industries that involve small parts handling and manufacturing. Model SW-LIT-L40 is
constructed with 40 LED, while Model SW-LIT-L60 consists of 60 LED. Both deliver unbeatable optical
performance when used with stereo, digital microscopes and trinocular microscopes. Although both
models are designed for SW Tech Equipment’s microscopes, they can be used as illumination light
sources for many other microscope models. Both models are equipped with a rotating knob for light
intensity adjustment to obtain optimal lighting needs.

SPECIFICATIONS:
Name
Model Number

Parameters
SW-ETD-L40

SW-ETD-L60

100 to 240 VAC/+12 VDC

100 to 240 VAC/+12 VDC

4 Watts

6 Watts

Brightness:

Adjustable

Adjustable

Light Type

Soft White

Soft White

40

60

Outer Ring Diameter

Φ 2.50” (63 mm)

Φ 3.67” (93 mm)

Inner Ring Diameter

Φ 2.13” (54 mm)

Φ 2.80” (71 mm)

1.50” (38 mm)

1.10” (28 mm)(1.10”)

4 ounces (110 g)

4 ounces (110 g)

Input Voltage
Power Consumption

Number of LED

Ring Height
Shipping Weight
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General Introduction
(Parallel Gap Welder Electrodes)
Parallel gap welder electrodes are the key components in the gap welding process. The electrode
tip shape, insulator and the material are the critical factors to produce quality electrodes.
SW Tech Equipment offers three types of electrodes, namely, standard electrodes, clean free electrodes and PCB repair machine electrodes. The materials utilized are High Temperature Molybdenum
Alloy (HTM), High Purity Molybdenum Alloy (HPM) and Molybdenum Tungsten Alloy (MTA). There are
various tip shapes available for performing different ribbon and enameled wire welding tasks. The following figures illustrate the tip shapes that SW Tech Equipment offers.

Parallel Gap Welder Standard Electrode: The standard electrodes are built in two halves. The two
halves are bonded together with a thin adhesive insulator layer. The tips of these electrodes are
“open”, i.e., the insulator layer is extended to the tip. See figure below for details. Therefore, the electrical current flows from the left half to right half must be completed through the ribbon or wire to be
welded. In other words, there is no heat generated if the two halves of the electrode do not contact a
conductor simultaneously. The advantage of this type of electrode is that it requires relative lower power to generate the welding heat. On the other, the tip is easier to be contaminated due to its open end
nature.
Parallel Gap Welder Clean Free Electrode: The clean free electrodes are built in two halves. The
two halves are bonded together with a thin adhesive insulator. However, the tips of these electrodes
are “closed”, i.e., there is a metal bridge crossing the two halves at the tip. See figure below for details.
Therefore, the electrical current flow from the left half to right half can be completed without contacting
any conductor. In other words, the heat is generated at the tip once there is a current flow. The advantage of this type of electrode is that it is hard to become contaminated due to its closed tip nature.
Therefore, this type of electrode is more durable and hardly requires cleaning. On the other hand, they
require relative higher power to generate the welding heat since there is extra mass requiring to be
heated at the tip.

PCB

Clean Free

Standard

PCB Repair Machine Electrode: The PCB repair machine electrodes are consist of two pieces. Unlike
parallel gap welders’ electrodes, they are separate pairs.
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Parallel Gap Welder Electrodes Standard, Model # SW-ETD-XXX

FEATURES:






27

Durable configuration
Various head shapes and sizes
Various material selection
Cost effective
Custom build available

DESCRIPTION:

APPLICATIONS:






SW Tech Equipment parallel gap welders
Industry standard parallel gap welders
Gold and silver ribbon welding
Enameled wire welding
Bare metal strip and wire welding

Model SW-ETD-XXX series parallel gap electrodes are built in two halves, typically oriented in left
and right positions in the electrode holder. They are bonded together with a thin adhesive insulator.
The material used for these standard electrodes are High Temperature Molybdenum Alloy (HTM) and
High Purity Molybdenum Alloy (HPM). While HTM electrodes are designed for iron-nickel alloy and/or
gold finished surface or material, HPM electrodes can be used for tin and/or silver plated surface and
material in addition to what HTM electrodes can perform on.
The standard models are grouped into 5 families according to their tip sizes and type of material to suit
different types of applications and different wire diameters or strip sizes. Each family has 5 different
head shapes for user to choose. The diameter and length of these standard electrodes are 0.12” x
1.18” (3.0 mm x 30.0 mm). The outlines of these electrodes are designed to meet the industry standard and can be used in many other manufacturers’ welders. The detailed outline drawings and tip
shapes of these electrodes are shown in the introduction section and here. While standard models can
cover most of customers’ needs, custom designs are also available.


Flat :

Mainly used for gold, silver, metal ribbons and wires. It is
recommended for softer base material, such as FR4 and
Duroid boards. It has moderate durability.



Wedge:

Mainly used for gold, silver, metal ribbons and wires. It is
designed for large diameter wires and bigger ribbon
strips. It has good durability.



Round:

Mainly used for gold, silver, metal ribbons and wires. It is
the most durable electrode.



Slanted: Mainly used for wires and ribbons when cutting is needed
at the finish.



Concave: It is also known as “V” shaped electrode sometimes. It is mainly designed for capturing
the round shaped wires. It may have the shortest longevity among all five shapes.
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SPECIFICATIONS:
Model No.

Head Shape

Head Size (A x B)

SW-ETD-Q1R

Round

20 x 22 mils2 (0.50 x 0.55 mm2)

SW-ETD-Q1F

Flat

19 x 21 mils2 (0.47 x 0.53 mm2)

SW-ETD-Q1S

Slanted

19 x 20 mils2 (0.47 x 0.50 mm2)

SW-ETD-Q1W

Wedge

17 x 19 mils2 (0.42 x 0.48 mm2)

SW-ETD-Q1C

Concave

N/A

SW-ETD-E2R

Round

21 x 22 mils2 (0.53 x 0.64 mm2)

SW-ETD-E2F

Flat

20 x 24 mils2 (0.50 x 0.62 mm2)

SW-ETD-E2S

Slanted

20 x 26 mils2 (0.50 x 0.67 mm2)

SW-ETD-E2W

Wedge

18 x 23 mils2 (0.45 x 0.60 mm2)

SW-ETD-E2C

Concave

N/A

SW-ETD-E4R

Round

26 x 24 mils2 (0.65 x 0.62 mm2)

SW-ETD-E4F

Flat

24 x 23 mils2 (0.62 x 0.60 mm2)

SW-ETD-E4S

Slanted

24 x 25 mils2 (0.62 x 0.65 mm2)

SW-ETD-E4W

Wedge

22 x 23 mils2 (0.56 x 0.58 mm2)

SW-ETD-E4C

Concave

24 x 23 mils2 (0.62 x 0.60 mm2)

SW-ETD-E7R

Round

29 x 28 mils2 (0.73 x 0.72 mm2)

SW-ETD-E7F

Flat

27 x 27 mils2 (0.70 x 0.70 mm2)

SW-ETD-E7S

Slanted

27 x 30 mils2 (0.70 x 0.75 mm2)

SW-ETD-E7W

Wedge

23 x 26 mils2 (0.60 x 0.68 mm2)

SW-ETD-E7C

Concave

27 x 29 mils2 (0.70 x 0.73 mm2)

SW-ETD-E9R

Round

33 x 37 mils2 (0.83 x 0.94 mm2)

SW-ETD-E9F

Flat

32 x 36 mils2 (0.80 x 0.92 mm2)

SW-ETD-E9S

Slanted

32 x 38 mils2 (0.80 x 0.96 mm2)

SW-ETD-E9W

Wedge

30 x 34 mils2 (0.75 x 0.85 mm2)

SW-ETD-E9C

Concave

32 x 36 mils2 (0.80 x 0.92 mm2)

Material

Recommended Setting

Amplitude (Power): 0.60 V
HTM

Time (Duration): 5.0 ms
Force: 10±3 ounces (300±100 grams)

Amplitude (Power): 0.70 V
HTM

Time (Duration): 6.0 ms
Force: 13±3 ounces (400±100 grams)

Amplitude (Power): 0.80 V
HPM

Time (Duration): 7.0 ms
Force: 20±3 ounces (600±100 grams)

Amplitude (Power): 1.10 V
HPM

Time (Duration): 8.0 ms
Force: 30±3 ounces (1,000±100
grams)

Amplitude (Power): 1.10 V
HPM

Time (Duration): 8.0 ms
Force: 60±3 ounces (1,800±100
grams)

Note: Contact factory for other models and customers’ own models.

OUTLINE:
For dimension “A” and “B”, see detailed outline on Page 30.
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Parallel Gap Welder Electrodes Clean Free, Model # SW-ETD-NXX

FEATURES:
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Durable configuration
Various head shapes and sizes
Various material selection
Cost effective
Custom build available

DESCRIPTION:

APPLICATIONS:






SW Tech Equipment parallel gap welders
Industry standard parallel gap welders
Gold and silver ribbon welding
Enameled wire welding
Bare metal strip and wire welding

Model SW-ETD-NXX series parallel gap electrodes are built in two halves, typically oriented in left
and right positions in the electrode holder. They are bonded together with a thin adhesive insulator.
Unlike standard electrodes, the tip of the clean free electrodes is closed. The advantage of this type of
electrodes is that it prevents the residual material build up during the welding process. Therefore, it is
also referred as “clean free” electrodes. The material used for these clean free electrodes is Molybdenum Tungsten Alloy (MTA).
The standard models of clean free electrodes are also grouped into 5 families according to their tip sizes and type of material to suit different types of applications and different wire or strip sizes. Each
family has 5 different head shapes for user to choose. The diameter and length of these standard electrodes are 1/8”” x 1.10” (3.2 mm x 28.0 mm). The outlines of these electrodes are designed to meet
the industry standard and can be used in many other manufacturers’ welders. The detailed outline
drawings and tip shapes of these electrodes are shown in the introduction section and here. While
standard models can cover most of customers’ needs, custom designs are also available.


Flat :

Mainly used for gold, silver, metal ribbons and wires. It
is recommended for softer base material, such as FR4
and Duroid boards. It has moderate durability.



Wedge:

Mainly used for gold, silver, metal ribbons and wires. It
is designed for large diameter wires and bigger ribbon
strips. It has good durability.



Round:

Mainly used for gold, silver, metal ribbons and wires. It
is the most durable electrode.



Slanted: Mainly used for wires and ribbons when cutting is
needed at the finish.



Concave: It is also known as “V” shaped electrode. It is mainly designed for capturing the round
shaped wires. It may have the shortest longevity among all five shapes.
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SPECIFICATIONS:
Model No.

Head Shape

Material

Head Size (A x B)
2

Recommended Setting

2

SW-ETD-N0R

Round

41 x 41 mils (1.05 x 1.05 mm )

SW-ETD-N0F

Flat

39 x 39 mils2 (1.00 x 1.00 mm2)

SW-ETD-N0S

Slanted

39 x 43 mils2 (1.00 x 1.10 mm2)

SW-ETD-N0W

Wedge

31 x 35 mils2 (0.80 x 0.90 mm2)

SW-ETD-N0C

Concave

39 x 39 mils2 (1.00 x 1.00 mm2)

SW-ETD-N1R

Round

32 x 32 mils2 (0.82 x 0.82 mm2)

SW-ETD-N1F

Flat

31 x 33 mils2 (0.80 x 0.85 mm2)

SW-ETD-N1S

Slanted

31 x 33 mils2 (0.80 x 0.85 mm2)

SW-ETD-N1W

Wedge

28 x 31 mils2 (0.70 x 0.75 mm2)

SW-ETD-N1C

Concave

31 x 31 mils2 (0.80 x 0.80 mm2)

SW-ETD-N2R

Round

28 x 28 mils2 (0.72 x 0.72 mm2)

SW-ETD-N2F

Flat

27 x 27 mils2 (0.70 x 0.70 mm2)

SW-ETD-N2S

Slanted

27 x 29 mils2 (0.70 x 0.75 mm2)

SW-ETD-N2W

Wedge

24 x 26 mils2 (0.60 x 0.65 mm2)

SW-ETD-N2C

Concave

27 x 27 mils2 (0.70 x 0.70 mm2)

SW-ETD-N3R

Round

24 x 24 mils2 (0.62 x 0.62 mm2)

SW-ETD-N3F

Flat

23 x 23 mils2 (0.60 x 0.60 mm2)

SW-ETD-N3S

Slanted

23 x 25 mils2 (0.60 x 0.65 mm2)

SW-ETD-N3W

Wedge

20 x 22 mils2 (0.50 x 0.55 mm2)

SW-ETD-N3C

Concave

23 x 23 mils2 (0.60 x 0.60 mm2)

Amplitude (Power): 1.30 V
MTA

Time (Duration): 8.0 ms
Force: 64±3 ounces (2,000±100 grams)

Amplitude (Power): 1.20 V
MTA

Time (Duration): 8.0 ms
Force: 20±3 ounces (600±100 grams)

Amplitude (Power): 1.00 V
MTA

Time (Duration): 6.0 ms
Force: 16±3 ounces (500±100 grams)

Amplitude (Power): 0.80 V
MTA

Time (Duration): 5.0 ms
Force: 13±3 ounces (400±100 grams)

Note: Contact factory for other models and customers’ own models.

OUTLINES:
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SW-ETD-PCA

SW-ETD-PCB

Parallel Gap Welder Electrodes For PCB Repair Machine, Model # SW-ETD-PCX

FEATURES:






APPLICATIONS:

Durable configuration
Two models available
Gold plated
Cost effective
Custom build available






SW Tech Equipment PCB repair machine
Industry standard parallel gap welders
Gold and silver ribbon welding
Metal strip and wire welding

DESCRIPTION:

31

Model SW-ETD-PCX series parallel gap electrodes are built in two halves, typically oriented in left
and right positions in the electrode holder. The material used for these PCB repair machine electrodes
is High Temperature Molybdenum Alloy (HTM). The finish is gold plated. Unlike other electrodes, these electrodes are configured as separate two halves.
There are two standard models for PCB repair machine electrodes. While standard models can cover
most of customers’ needs, custom designs are also available.

SPECIFICATIONS:
Model

Tip Size

Material

SW-ETD-PCA

0.03” x 0.04” (0.70 mm x 1.00 mm)

High Temperature Molybdenum Alloy

SW-ETD-PCB

0.03” x 0.04” (0.70 mm x 1.00 mm)

High Temperature Molybdenum Alloy

OUTLINES:
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I. Parallel Gap Welder Selection Guide
Parallel gap welding technique was developed for applications where the parts on the same plane need
to be welded together. It is very similar to the surface mount soldering process.
Industry wise, there are two types of power suppliers, AC-DC-AC inverter power supply and DC
power supply, are implemented in the parallel gap welders. While the focus of the AC-DC-AC inverter
power supply is to offer higher welding power, the DC power supply is for low power and fine output
power control.
The parallel gap welders offered by SW Tech Equipment use DC power supplies since the main focus
of these welders are for small parts welding applications. Therefore, the fine closed-loop feedback control and fast response time are the main concerns.
Four models are offered for customer selection. The table below summarizes the major considerations
of each model to assist customer to select the correct model to best suit his/her applications and budget.
Item
Model
Type

Parameters
SMAPRO100
Type S

Input Power
Output Pulse Power
Welding Pulse Width
Welding Pulse Amplitude

Type L

400 W (Max)

Type L

800 W (Max)

400 W (Max)

800 W (Max)

0.1 to 29.9 ms (Step Size: 0.1 ms)

0.1 to 19.9 ms

0 to 1.99 V adjustable

0 to 2.99 V adjustable

1 to 100 ounces adjustable

Auto Power Control

Wire Diameter Range

Type S

110 VAC/60 Hz or 220 VAC/50 Hz

Welding Head Force

Gold Ribbon (W x T)

SMAPRO180

No

Yes

2 to 25 mils x 0.25 to 5 mils, Type S is recommended.
0.8 to 10 mils

3 to 16 mils

0.8 to 10 mils

3 to 16 mils

Welding Schedule

No

Yes

RS232 Port

No

Yes

RS485 Port

No

Yes

13”(W) x 7”(H) x 8”(D)

13”(W) x 7.5”(H) x 8”(D)

Control Unit Dimensions
Overall Weight
Cost

36 Lbs or 16 Kg
Low

High

General recommendations from SW Tech Equipment are:
1. Choose model SMAPRO100 if the basic parallel gap welding is concerned since the model is a low
cost version.
2. Choose Type S if only gold/silver ribbon welding is concerned since the type offers enough power,
but finer welding power control.
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II. Parallel Gap Welder Schedule Setting Guide
Parallel gap welding is based on resistance or ohmic welding principles. Resistance welding is realized
when current is allowed to flow through the left and right halves of the electrode and separate pieces
of the metal to be joined. The resistance of the base metal to electrical current flow causes localized
heating in the joint, and a weld is made. In all cases, the current must flow in order to form a weld.
The pressure of the electrode tip on the work piece holds the part in close and intimate contact during
the making of the weld. Therefore, four factors, power (amperage or amplitude and time or duration
of the electronic pulse), resistance and pressure are the key factors in making an optimal welding
joint. In addition, the type of electrode used plays an important role as well.
On the other hand, too high level setting may damage or reduce the life of electrodes or damage the
work pieces. Always start with low welding level. The recommended initial settings are amplitude: 0.8 V, time: 6.0 ms and force: 10 ounces (300 grams). Increase the welding parameter
setting gradually to obtain the optimum welding joints.
The following three tables show the recommended settings for certain gold ribbons, enameled wires,
and types of the electrodes used. As discussed earlier, four factors, voltage amplitude, voltage duration, resistance and pressure are the key factors. In general, for the same work piece and selected
electrode, the higher welding power (amplitude and duration), the lower the pressure and vise versa.
However, the required welding power and pressure may be different due to different work piece or
electrode since the total resistance may be different. Therefore, the recommended settings given below are for reference only. The fine adjustment for each case is required in order to obtain the most
reliable welding joints.
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1. Gold Ribbons
Item

1

2

3

4

5

Recommended Application

Recommended Setting

Gold ribbon: 5 mils wide x 0.5 mils thick

Amplitude (Power): 0.60 V

Base material and/or finish: thin film substrate
and gold finish

Time (Duration): 6.0 ms

Gold ribbon: 10 mils wide x 0.5 mils thick

Amplitude (Power): 0.70 V

Base material and/or finish: thin film substrate
and gold finish

Time (Duration): 7.0 ms

Gold ribbon: 20 mils wide x 0.5 mils thick

Amplitude (Power): 0.80 V

Base material and/or finish: thin film substrate
and gold finish

Time (Duration): 9.0 ms

Gold ribbon: 20 mils wide x 1.0 mils thick

Amplitude (Power): 1.0 V

Base material and/or finish: thin film substrate
and gold finish

Time (Duration): 9.0 ms

Gold ribbon: 40 mils wide x 0.5 mils thick

Amplitude (Power): 1.1 V

Base material and/or finish: thin film substrate
and gold finish

Time (Duration): 9.0 ms

Recommended Electrodes

SW-ETD-E2F

Force: 17 ounces (500 grams)

SW-ETD-E4F

Force: 20 ounces (600 grams)

SW-ETD-N3W

Force: 25 ounces (750 grams)

SW-ETD-N3W

Force: 23 ounces (700 grams)

SW-ETD-N0F

Force: 30 ounces (950 grams)
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II. Parallel Gap Welder Schedule Setting Guide (Continued)
2.

Enameled Wires (Standard Electrodes)
Item

1

2

3

4

5

3.

Recommended Application

Recommended Setting

Enameled wire: 0.015 to 0.035 mm diameter

Amplitude (Power): 0.60 V

Base material and/or finish: iron-nickel alloy
and gold

Time (Duration): 5.0 ms

Enameled wire: 0.020 to 0.070 mm diameter.

Amplitude (Power): 0.70 V

Base material and/or finish: iron-nickel alloy
and gold

Time (Duration): 6.0 ms

Enameled wire: 0.035 to 0.110 mm diameter.

Amplitude (Power): 0.80 V

Base material and/or finish: tin, iron-nickel
alloy, gold and silver

Time (Duration): 7.0 ms

Enameled wire: 0.050 to 0.150 mm diameter.

Amplitude (Power): 1.10 V

Base material and/or finish: tin, iron-nickel
alloy, gold and silver

Time (Duration): 8.0 ms

Enameled wire: 0.080 to 0.350 mm diameter.

Amplitude (Power): 1.10 V

Base material and/or finish: tin, iron-nickel
alloy, gold and silver

Time (Duration): 8.0 ms

Recommended Electrodes

SW-ETD-Q1X Series

Force: 10 ounces (300 grams)

SW-ETD-E2X Series

Force: 13 ounces (400 grams)

SW-ETD-E4X Series

Force: 20 ounces (600 grams)

SW-ETD-E7X Series

Force: 33 ounces(1,000 grams)

SW-ETD-E9X Series

Force: 60 ounces (1,800 grams)
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Enameled Wires (Clean Free Electrodes)
Item

1

2

3

4

Recommended Application

Recommended Setting

Enameled wire: 0.050 to 0.180 mm diameter.

Amplitude (Power): 1.10 V

Base material and/or finish: iron-nickel alloy
and gold

Time (Duration): 8.0 ms

Enameled wire: 0.035 to 0.120 mm diameter.

Amplitude (Power): 1.20 V

Base material and/or finish: tin, iron-nickel
alloy, gold and silver

Time (Duration): 8.0 ms

Enameled wire: 0.025 to 0.100 mm diameter.

Amplitude (Power): 1.00 V

Base material and/or finish: tin, iron-nickel
alloy, gold and silver

Time (Duration): 6.0 ms

Enameled wire: 0.015 to 0.080 mm diameter.

Amplitude (Power): 0.80 V

Base material and/or finish: tin, iron-nickel
alloy, gold and silver

Time (Duration): 5.0 ms

Recommended Electrodes

SW-ETD-N0X Series

Force: 60 ounces (2,000 grams)

SW-ETD-N1X Series

Force: 20 ounces (600 grams)

SW-ETD-N2X Series

Force: 17 ounces(500 grams)

SW-ETD-N3X Series

Force: 13 ounces (400 grams)
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III. Parallel Gap Welder Electrode Selection Guide
SW Tech Equipment offers total 45 catalog models for electrodes. There are 5 tip head shapes and
each tip shape has 9 different sizes. While these catalog models cover the most application scenarios,
customer may consider to either to choose the catalog models or to design their own to obtain the optimized welding joints for his/her special application time to time. Hence, some recommendations are
offered below as general guidelines.
1. Electrode’s Tip Shape


Flat :
Mainly used for gold, silver, metal ribbons and wires. It is recommended for softer base material, such as FR4 and
Duroid boards. It has moderate durability.



Wedge: Mainly used for gold, silver, metal ribbons and wires. It is designed for large diameter wires and bigger ribbon strips. It has good durability.



Round:
trode.



Slanted: Mainly used for wires and ribbons when cutting is needed at the finish.



Concave: It is also known as “V” shaped electrode sometimes. It is mainly designed for
capturing the round shaped wires. It has the shortest longevity among all 5 tips shapes.

Mainly used for gold, silver, metal ribbons and wires. It is the most durable elec-

2. Electrode’s Size
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In general, the larger the tip size, the higher power it can handle.



The tip width shall be the same or larger than the width of the ribbons or strips to be welded.

3. Electrode’s Material
SW Tech Equipment employs three high quality materials for its electrodes. They are high temperature molybdenum alloy (HTM), high purity molybdenum alloy (HPM) and molybdenum
tungsten alloy (MTA). The table below gives their characteristics.
Items

Crystal Size Temperature

Hardness

Oxidization

Durability

Cost

HTM

Small

Moderate

Moderate

Moderate

Moderate

Low

HPM

Small

Low

Poor

Poor

Low

Low

MTA

Small

High

Good

Good

High

High

Note: Although the molybdenum tungsten alloy offers the best performance, the drawbacks of
the material are it is hard to machine and production yield is low. Therefore, the cost is higher.
4.

Standard vs. Clean Free Electrode


Standard: It requires less welding power, but can be contaminated quicker. Therefore, it
has moderate durability.



Clean Free: It requires higher welding power for the same work piece, but hard to be contaminated due to its closed tip configuration. Therefore, it has the highest durability.
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TERMS AND CONDITIONS
Terms
All sales are at the factory unless specified by SW Tech Equipment, Inc.. The standard terms of
payment are NET 30 to the customer having credit accounts with SW Tech Equipment, Inc.. To
establish a credit account, credit references (bank account and 3 trade references) are required.

Order Placing
Customer may place the order to either sales representatives, distributors or to the sales department of SW Tech Equipment, Inc.. An order acknowledgement will be emailed or mailed or
faxed from SW Tech Equipment, Inc. to acknowledge the acceptance of the order.
For low value products or accessories listed on www.swtechequipment.com, customer may order
on line directly. There will be no order acknowledgement issued, instead, an email confirmation of
shipment will be sent.

Pricing and Minimum Order
Due to the continuing changes in technology, prices and specifications are subject to change without notice. Always confirm the price and specifications before placing order. The minimum combined order amount is US Dollars 250.00. There is no minimum order requirement if an order is
placed on line.

Technical Support
SW Tech Equipment maintains an experienced technical team to offer an optimized solution for
your application. Always contact the application department of SW Tech Equipment, Inc. for
any technical questions or assistance.

Warranty and Non-Warranty
SW Tech Equipment, Inc. warrants its products to be free from defects in materials and workmanship for a period of twelve months from the date of delivery. This warranty obligates SW
Tech Equipment, Inc. to perform repair or replacement after the product is returned freight prepaid to SW Tech Equipment, Inc.. SW Tech Equipment, Inc. will not accept or repair any returned material without a Return Material Authorization (RMA) number. The RMA number can be
obtained by contacting the customer service department of SW Tech Equipment, Inc..
This warranty policy does not cover the low value products or accessories, such as microscope ring lights, and tools, such as electrodes. The warranty period for these products is limited to three months from the data of delivery.
Warranty repairs will be made at no cost to the customer. Out of warranty repair requires a purchase order from the customer before the repairs can be accomplished. SW Tech Equipment,
Inc. will provide an estimate for the cost and delivery of the repair once such request from the
customer is received. An estimation fee may apply for products, which are deemed to be out of
warranty.
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Notes
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SMAPRO58N
Digital Monocular Microscope

SMAPRO500
Stereo Microscope

SMARPO510
Stereo Microscope

SMAPRO100 Pro
Parallel Gap Welder

SMAPRO52V
Trinocular Microscope

SW-CCD-58U
Digital Camera

SMAPRO200
PCB Repair Machine
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